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**GatherNetworks**

**Description**

Takes a `SummarizedExperiment` and constructs a list with KEGG pathways

**Usage**

```r
GatherNetworks(SE, keggID = "KEGG", species = "hsa", minPathwaySize = 5)
```

**Arguments**

- `SE`  
  A `SummarizedExperiment` with the features of interest in the first `assay`.
- `keggID`  
  column name in pathway data containing KEGG IDs
- `species`  
  The three letter KEGG organism ID
- `minPathwaySize`  
  Filter pathways that are below a minimum size

**Details**

Queries KEGG database for known molecular interactions between included metabolites via the KEGGREST API.
Value

a list object containing the original SummarizedExperiment and igraph network objects

Examples

```r
data(smokers)
# Query KEGGREST API
networks <- GatherNetworks(SE = smokers, keggID = "kegg_id",
species = "hsa", minPathwaySize = 5)
```

Description

Pathway Integrated Regression-based Kernel Association Test (PaIRKAT) is a model framework for assessing statistical relationships between networks and some outcome of interest while adjusting for potential confounders and covariates.

Use of PaIRKAT is motivated by the analysis of networks of metabolites from a metabolomics assay and the relationship of those networks with a phenotype or clinical outcome of interest, though the method can be generalized to other domains.

Usage

```r
PaIRKAT(formula.H0, networks, tau = 1)
```

Arguments

- `formula.H0`: The null model in the "formula" format used in `lm` and `glm` functions
- `networks`: networks object obtained with `GatherNetworks`
- `tau`: A parameter to control the amount of smoothing, analogous to a bandwidth parameter in kernel smoothing. We found 1 often gave reasonable results, as over-smoothing can lead to inflated Type I errors.

Details

The PaIRKAT method is to update the feature matrix, $Z$, with the regularized normalized Laplacian, $L_R$, before performing the kernel association test. $L_R$ is calculated using a "linear" regularization,

$$L_R = (I + \tau L)^{-1},$$

where $I$ is the identity matrix, $\tau$ is a regularization parameter that controls the amount of smoothing, and $L$ is the graph’s normalized Laplacian. The updated feature matrix, $Z * L_R$ is matrix used for the kernel association test.

The linear regularization and Gaussian kernel is used for all tests. See Carpenter 2021 for complete details on PaIRKAT and Smola 2003 for information about graph regularization.
plotNetworks

Value

a list object containing the formula call and results by pathway

References


Examples

data(smokers)

# Query KEGGREST API
networks <- GatherNetworks(SE = smokers, keggID = "kegg_id", species = "hsa", minPathwaySize = 5)

# Run PaIRKAT Analysis
output <- PaIRKAT(log_FEV1_FVC_ratio ~ age, networks = networks)

# View Results
output$results

plotNetworks(networks, pathway = "all", ...)

Arguments

networks networks object obtained with GatherNetworks
pathway Pathway to be plotted. Leaving this as ‘all’ will plot all pathways in ‘networks’
... Parameters to be passed to the plot (i.e. plot.igraph) function
smokers

Details

Plots the specified network(s) as an igraph

Value

a plot or list of plots generated by igraph

Examples

data(smokers)

# Query KEGGREST API
networks <- GatherNetworks(SE = smokers, keggID = "kegg_id",
species = "hsa", minPathwaySize = 5)

# Plot all networks
plotNetworks(networks)

# Plot specific network
plotNetworks(networks,
pathway = "Glycerophospholipid metabolism",
layout = igraph::layout_with_kk,
main = "Glycerophospholipid Metabolism")
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Smokers - PaIRKAT Example Data

Description

A synthetic data set of human subjects with phenotype variables related to lung health among smokers. Subjects have associated metabolomics assay data that are linked to KEGG pathway database IDs.

Usage

data(smokers)

Format

A SummarizedExperiment S4 object containing the following components

phenotype A dataframe containing phenotype variables and outcomes of interest. Row names are subject IDs.
pathways A dataframe containing pathway database identifiers (i.e. KEGG IDs). Row names are metabolite names
metabalone A dataframe containing a metabolomics assay. Row names are metabolite names and column names are subject IDs.
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